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*****CORRECTION*****
Johnson is an employee with a Cherokee 
County school, not Tahlequah Public 
SchMULTIPLEools as previously posted.
OSBI ICAC UNIT ARRESTS A CHEROKEE 
COUNTY SCHOOL EMPLOYEE ON CHILD 
PORNOGRAPHY CHARGES















Captain Roger McIver & LT Jenny Virden for 
their selection to the Southern Police Institute
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Developing area of concern 
SEXUAL ASSAULT KITS





Support Services
 OSBI General Revolving Fund 200 receipts of $7,527,314 were $225,386 (2.96) below the second quarter projection of 

$7,752,700 and $582,406 (7%) below the $8,109,720 received for the same quarter in FY20.

 OSBI AFIS Revolving Fund 210 receipts of $1,996,219 were $128,781 (6.1%) below the second quarter projection of 
$2,125,000 and $302,246 (‐13%) less than the $2,298,465 received for the same quarter in FY20.

 OSBI FSIA Revolving Fund 220 receipts of $2,109,536 were $140,464 (6.2%) below the second quarter projection of 
$2,250,000 and $322,745 (13.0%) less than the $2,432,281 received for the same quarter in FY20.

 We were predicting that the SDA licensing fee would under‐produce this year due to the legislated changes that went into 
effect November 2019. The estimated revenue for FY21 for SDA is $3,000,000. Based on actual collections we received of 
1,428,710 we are estimating revenue on June 30 of $2,857,000. The majority of SDA transactions are for renewals and 
very few applications for new licenses. We expect this decline to continue.



INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES 
 During this quarter, the Investigative Division opened 321 new cases, down 19.14% from the 397 opened in the second quarter 

of FY20, but up 7.36% from last quarter.  The decrease is primarily due to a decline in the number of background investigations 
opened, which dropped from 156 opened during the second quarter of FY20 to 63 this quarter.  There were 93 fewer 
background investigations opened total, although there was an increase in the number of judicial backgrounds initiated (-100 
Governor’s Office, +13 Judicial, and 6 fewer employee backgrounds). 

 Cases this quarter, as in the past, were opened primarily at the request of local police departments, sheriff’s offices, district 
attorneys, or other state agencies. It is anticipated that in the near future OSBI will likely see an increase in requests for service 
from our Federal Agency partners particularly in Eastern Oklahoma in the wake of the McGirt Supreme Court ruling. 



INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES 
 Although the total number of cases opened decreased due to a decline in background investigations, the total number of full 

investigations initiated increased by 51.8% with 126 opened in the second quarter of FY21 compared to 83 opened in the same 
quarter of FY20.  The types of crimes investigated as a full or partial investigation shifted somewhat, with notable increases in the 
number of child pornography, child sex abuse, homicide, ICAC, and suspicious death cases and a notable decrease in the 
number of assaults, officer-involved shootings, official misconduct and sex offense cases opened.  (Note:  Some categories with 
limited cases or no change were not reflected in the chart below.) 



INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES 
 Cases were opened to assist agencies in 61 different counties, with the majority of cases opened for agencies in Oklahoma

County, followed by Tulsa and Stephens County. The number of cases opened in each county is shown below. However, 8
cases are not reflected on the map, as they were initiated at the request of an agency outside Oklahoma, such as with an
Internet Crimes against Children’s (ICAC) case, or the county of the requesting agency was not specifically identified.



CRIMINALISTIC SERVICES DIVISION
 The CODIS unit entered 323 convicted offender profiles, 632 arrestee profiles, 40 suspect profiles, and 54 forensic

samples into the CODIS database during this quarter.

 The CODIS lab also completed analysis on 42 offender hits in an average of 6.67 days, resulting in investigative leads in
12 sex offenses, 2 assaults, 1 robbery, 19 burglaries, 2 auto thefts, 4 larcenies, 1 suspicious death, and 1 unknown
offense.

 CODIS completed analysis on 41 arrestee hits in an average of 6.81 days, resulting in leads in 4 homicides, 5 SAs, 4
robberies, and 19 burglaries, 4 auto thefts, 3 larcenies, and 2 unknown offenses.

 CSD employees received 252 subpoenas and made 21 court appearances this quarter. These numbers are down do to
COVID-19 closures.

 CSD personnel responded to 3 crime scenes and 21 morgue requests during CY20, down from 12 crime scenes and 27
morgue requests in CY19.

 In 2019, as a result of the Governor’s TF on Sexual Assault Evidence, legislation was passed that requires law
enforcement to submit all SA Kits to forensic labs within 20 days of collection unless the victim specifically requests the kit
not be analyzed. This mandatory submission has resulted in the OSBI lab seeing our submittals roughly triple.
Historically, we received ~30 SA kits each month. Currently, we are receiving ~96 SA kits per month. The majority of our
current biology staff is in training and have not been released to independently perform all analysis on SA kits. As a result
of the increase in submittals and focus on training, our experienced staff cannot keep up with the analysis needed on
these cases. At the present time, it is taking us an average of 210 days to analyze a SA kit. It is critical that we hire
additional staff for the SA project in order to effectively process these cases for our customers.



CRIMINALISTIC SERVICES DIVISION
Genetic Genealogy - Our partnership with Parabon NanoLabs continues.  During this quarter, charges where refiled in the serial 
rapist case identified through FGGS, awaiting arrest of suspect in 1992 rape case, awaiting kinship testing in 2007 homicide,
working on whole genome sequencing of samples in 1994 homicide, working to ship bone samples for extraction in 1995 
unidentified remains case, and working to ship samples from an unidentified infant found in 1993.

Customer Feedback – Normally our customer survey are outstanding.  During this cycle we received one unfavorable rating on 
timeliness from a District Attorney’s Office” with a note “Failure to complete analysis in a timely manner for court or filing decisions.”  
The QM contacted this DA’s Office to discuss the current reasons for extended times for certain analyses and encouraged the 
customer to provide specific examples so that each could be addressed directly.  The current SAK backlog combine with increasing 
caseload and COVID have slowed the turnaround time.  FIX: (BUDGET & ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL) 

AFIS/IAFIS – Fingerprints - The LEU had 41 Forward AFIS hits and 4 Reverse Search hits.  The Unit had 2 Forward NGI hits and 
7 NGI Reverse Search hits.  Tulsa PD reported 15 Forward AFIS hits, 1 Reverse Search hit, and 2 Forward FBI NGI hits.

IBIS - The Firearms Unit entered 384 items into the Integrated Ballistic Identification System which resulted in eighteen (18) 
potential hits. 

CODIS - During this quarter, the CODIS unit completed analysis on 32 plates.  For convicted offender analysis, the average turn-
around time was 55.34 days.  For arrestees, the average days open was 21.75.  They entered 323 convicted offender, 632 
arrestee, 40 suspect, and 54 forensic profiles into the database.  

Digital Evidence Unit - The DEU completed 59 cases this quarter.  Fourteen of those cases were ICAC cases. The DEU analyzed 
the following items:  83 cell phones, 6 computers, 13 hard drives, and 11 pieces of loose media.



INFORMATION SERVICES DIVISION 
 286 police departments, 26 campus police departments, 72 sheriff’s offices, six state agencies, and 12 tribal law 

enforcement agencies reported in SIBRS.  

 In CY-20 there were a total of 615 Mobile ID searches, which resulted in 49 FBI RISC hits and 326 OSBI AFIS hits.

 The Self-Defense Act (SDA) Unit issued 21,244 licenses in CY-20. The total number of applications received was down 
27.6% from CY-19.  The SDA system auto approved 19,472 of those applications or 91.7% of all applications approved 
during the calendar year. There were 239,458 active SDA License holders at the end of CY-20.




